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Understand
together If you have internet access
jmichalik©bangorschools net

Lesson 1 Do I fit the instrument worksheet 4-3 Directions Use the
decoder at the bottom to fill in the blanks For a challenge, fold back
see ifyoucan do it without the dé-coder

Lesson 5 Picture Puzzle #1 Worksheet4-1O Directions
fill in the drbsswordjuzle. Wordbank:

tUba; viola, tambouNn pipe, horn, bânjo

Hello Grade six Bulldogsi We will be learning about the instruments oftne orchestra
while you are at home Urn sure you have seen many of these instruments before but
some may be new to you I just ask that you do the best you can If you don’t

something, give it your best try and I will help you when we are back
you dan email me wth questions at

number/letter
the bottom and

Lesson 2 Do I qualify Worksheet 4-4 Directions Use the number/letter decoder at
the bottom to fill in the blanks For a challenge, fold back the bottom and see it you can
do it without the de-coder

Lesson 3 Seat the Orchestra Worksheet 4-8 Directions Place the correct names of
the sections in the right section this is easy-peasy don’t overthink this one Section a
says I violins That is precisely what you put in the box

Lesson 4 Tuning up the orchestra Worksheet 4-9 Directions Read the story and
underline all of the musical terms (there is a word bank at the bottom you can use)
Then find them in the word search and circle or highlight them

the picture clues,
trombone, bagpipes, oboe, piccolo, cello

Lesson 6: Picture Puzzle #2 Worksheet 4-11 Directions: Using this word bank and the
picture
do Li b I

Using this word bank and
xylophone, cymbals, bells,

clues, fill in the crossword puzzle Word bank claves, clarinec, ukelele,
Bass, cornet, timpani, guitar, violin, harp

Lesson 7: Picture Puzzle #3 Worksheet 4-12 Directions:
the picture clues, fill in the crossword puzzle Word bank

Using this word bank and
harmonica, violin, bassoon,

Lesson 8 What’s in Common Worksheet 4-18 Directions Choose the correct answer
of what the three instruments have in common from the answers on the bottom
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DO ii FIT TF INSTRUMENT? 4—3

Before reading the directions, fold your paper back on the dotted line.
A musician needs certain qualifications to play some musical instruments. Before selecting an
instrument to play, it is good to know what abilities and characteristics are required. Read the
statements below and write the name of the instrument on the blank that fits the requirement.
For each answer, write the letters directly above the numbers. When you are finished, check
your answers with the number code at the bottom of the page.

-

- 1. You need a sharp ear to match the exact pitch on the strings and to hear the tone quality
while bowing. You also need to be egile from the fingers on up to the shoulders.

5 18 12 15 18 13

2. The performer needs a keen ear to tune its 43 strings.
C,

19 26 9 11

3. The performer must have th ability to direct a small stream of air across a hole on the

mouthpiece

of this instrument.

-2i 156722

4. This pe:cussion instrument requires a good sense of rhythm along with hand coordination,

C

5. The ability to coordinate fingers, hands, and arms with the distance between the keyboard
and the music are needed rith this instrument.

11 18 26 -1,3 12

fold back here

A B C D E F 0 H I J K L M
26 25 2 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14
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• SEAT THE ORCHESTRA

This is a standard seating pJan for the modern symphony orchestLa. Show where each group ofinstruments be’ongs. Write the names in the correct s°ctions.
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PICTURE PUZZLE tl

• Write the name of each instrument in the Puzzle.
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PICTURE PUflLE #3

Write the name of each instrument in the puzzle
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DECODE THE PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS 4-31

Use this code to identify these popular classroom percussion instruments.

AB CDEFGH I JKLM

1 2345678910111213

NOPQRSTUVwxyZ

14 15 16 17 18 1920212223242528

1. Blocks covered with sandpaper and rubbed together are called

19 1 14 4 ‘11215 3 11 19
-

2. This instrument can be shaken or hit with a drumstick
U

3 15 23 2 5 12 12

3. Use a hard mallet to strike this instrument just above the slit of this rectangular block of 8

hardwood. Co

TiiiWThiT

4. This instrument is made from the castana (chestnut) tree and is the traditional instrument

of the Spanish folk dancer.
E

* ©

5. A skin covers this round hoop with pairs of jingles.

20 1 13 2 15 21 18 9 14 5

6. The open corner of this triangular shaped instiument prevents the sound from beiig any

particular pitch. It’s made with a small round bar of steel suspended with a ioop of cord. A

metal beater strikes the instrument to produce a clear “tingling” sound.

20 18 9 1 14 7 12 5

7. When the player crashes these two metal discs together it usually indicates a climax in the

music.

3 25 13 2 1 12 19



*

GETTING INTO THE STRING OF THINGS

One word in each of these sentences about stringed instruments is missing all of the letters ex
cept for the “os.” Finish the sentences by writing the missing letters on the blanks.

1. When a string vibrates it produces a — o —

2, A thin, tight string makes a higher sound than a thick oo string.

3. There are — o — strings on the violin, viola, cello, and double bass.

4. Two instruments held under the chin are the violin and o.
- ‘ , ,

-

5. All the members of the ‘violin family are played with a — o - , -

6. Bows are usually made from pernambuco wood and nylon or o — hair.

7. The hair on the bow is tightened with the o.

8. Rosin should be put on the — o — every time it is used.

9. A mute is used to muffle the sound of a o — — — instrument. , .

10. There are — — o violin sections in an orchestra.

11, A sound can be produced by either plucking the string or drawing a bow
the string.

12. The most important instrument in the orchestra is the o.

13. The performer must be seated to play the o.

14. The strings of the cello sound an o lower than those of the viola.

Name Score

__________

Class

___________

4-36
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WOODWIND FACTS 4-42

Read each sentence. Circle ‘Yes’’ if it tells something tiue about the instrument. Circle the let
ter under ‘No” if it tells something that is not true.

Yes No
1. Woodwind instruments were invented long ago when it was discovered T 0

that a musical tone could be produced by blowing across a reed, causing
the air to vibrate.

2. The mouthpiece of both the clarinet and saxophone uses one thin reed. I T

3. Covering the holes of a woodwind instrument with the fingers shortens I D
the distance the air travels, thus raising the pitch.

4. The only instruments that use a double reed are the English horn, bassoon, E I
contiabassoon, and oboe.

5. The contrabassoon is the lowest sounding instrument of the orchestra. S 0

6. When a symphony orchestra tunes up, it tunes up to the oboe playing a N S
“B flat.” .

-

7. The oboe is the same length as a flute. E S

8. The English horn is an alto oboe and can really sound a fifth higher. I U

9. The eaxophone is more likely to be used in a band than in a symphony G S
orchestra.

10. The B flat clarinet is twice as long as the bass clarinet and sounds an octave I U
lower.

H. The only members of the woodwind family held sideways are the flute 0 H
and piccolo.

12. The flute is a small piccolo, and is pitched an octave higher than the piccolo. T Y



Music instrument assessment Test Grade

You will create your own instrument Draw a sketch of an original
instrument that you create. It must meet the following requirements.

1. It must belong to one instrument family, but may have characteristics of
another family. (Like a saxophone is a woodwind, but is made from brass)

2. Realisticauy, you must be able to play it if you could actually build it. (for
example, a horn the size of the school is not realistic)

Then you need to write a paragraph about your fictional instrument that
includes the following

1. The name
2. The materials from which it is made.
3. The family to which it belongs
4. How it is played.
5. What does it Sound like?
6. Anything else yOU want to tefl me about your instrument.
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